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Abstract 
Recently, the term "Internet depression" has appeared in many places on the Internet. 
This phenomenon actually reflects the predicament of the empathetic youth group 
formed under the interactive rituals of NetEase Cloud based on music and social 
interaction, seeking emotional identification and inner belonging, and has attracted a lot 
of attention. For NetEase Cloud, this is undoubtedly a test. Netease Cloud has been 
controversial along the way. How can he prove himself? 
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1. Introduction 

In 2013, NetEase Enterprise officially launched its first music work in the mobile Internet 
domain in the APP Store and officially landed in the Android market in February of the same 
year, which was widely favored by consumers once it was launched. In order to improve brand 
awareness, NetEase Cloud Music combined the two core features of song list and music reviews 
to continuously innovate marketing methods, update and improve the product, explore new 
areas and discover new features, and with the in 2019, NetEase Cloud Music was requested to 
be taken down and rectified due to the problem of network audio chaos, and various platforms 
questioned NetEase Cloud Music. The app was launched a month later, with new features and 
modules. However, NetEase Cloud Music, which has always been characterized by a culture of 
hot comments, has been dubbed "net suppressing clouds" by netizens because of the large 
number of negative sentiments posted in the comments section late at night. The comment 
section of NetEase Cloud Music once became a repository for many young people who stayed 
up late at night, and also became a gathering place for them to record their emotions late at 
night. It is worth mentioning that the "net suppression cloud", which was almost blacked out by 
the entire network, has seen strong growth in music performance and significant growth in net 
income from membership and live streaming. 
As of April 2020, NetEase Cloud Music has exceeded 800 million users and the platform has 
enrolled more than 160,000 original musicians, making groundbreaking new progress in the 
areas of copyright, products and technology. On August 13, 2020, NetEase Inc. released its Q2 
financial results, with data showing that NetEase Cloud Music's innovative business and other, 
where NetEase Cloud Music is located, reported net revenue of RMB 3.7 billion in the second 
quarter, up 38.7% year-on-year [1]. 
The success of NetEase Cloud Music warrants some thought: why has NetEase Cloud Music been 
able to reach new heights despite so much public pressure? And how did NetEase Cloud Music 
manage to rise above the rest of the online music platforms? What is NetEase Cloud Music doing 
about this public controversy? Can it successfully shake off the "net suppressed cloud" label? 
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2. Brand Birth and Character Building 

2.1. Competitive Environment 
With the support of various favorable national policies, the cultural industry has entered the 
main battlefield of economic construction. corporate restructuring, industrial funding support, 
the establishment of private capital and the promotion of overseas markets have all driven the 
upgrading of China's cultural and entertainment industries. The investment in the cultural, 
sports and entertainment industries has exceeded 400 billion in 2012, an increase of 36.2%. 
Digital music, as a key link within the content ecosystem, has opened up more possibilities for 
its business model through linkages with other cultural and entertainment industries. The scale 
of online music users continues to expand, reaching 406 million users as of 2012. 
Before the launch of NetEase Cloud Music, the domestic music market had almost been divided 
up by a number of giants, most of which had been established for 5-10 years and had over 100 
million users. Most of them had been established for 5-10 years and had more than 100 million 
users, and these music software giants all had one common feature: library-based products, 
where users could only find the songs they wanted to listen to through independent search. 
They have not made "music discovery" a priority, but rather a tool for listening to music. In 
addition to these giants, there are niche products that have the ability to discover music, but 
they have too many features, not a clear focus, and lack a connection to the masses. While 
occupying a niche market, the overall volume is too small to create greater energy and impact. 
So NetEase's entry into the industry required a headache: how to find a unique entry point in a 
sea of red. 

2.2. Identify the Brand's Target Customer Base 
Before the launch of Netease Cloud Music, the form of music APPs in China was roughly the 
same, and users mainly used the search and download functions of music APPs, without paying 
much attention to related products. At that time, online music products all lacked social 
attributes, and Netease Cloud Music began to focus on young people as the main users at this 
time, a group with great potential for vitality and value to be tapped. 
These users have diverse tastes, rich emotions, the pursuit of personalization, and time 
fragmentation. Corresponding to the user characteristics, there are also four types of needs: 
rich music resources, the desire to meet the emotional appeal, the ability to show different 
manifestation temperament, and a higher input-output ratio. 
According to the nature of users, they are classified into three types: ordinary listeners, 
experienced users and content producers. Ordinary listeners refer to users who purely listen 
without output, or simply comment and share, as simple recipients of information, the 
connection with the APP may only lie in the songs, lack of emotional connection, easy to lose, 
and are the main target of product experience innovation; senior users refer to those who make 
song lists and get collections, comment and get hot comments, provide lyrics and translations, 
generally music lovers and users with certain music and text Under the unique community 
atmosphere of NetEase Cloud Music, the threshold of music is lowered and the content is 
gathered in emotion, so that more users can become senior users from ordinary listeners; 
content producers refer to independent musicians, radio publishers, and video creators who 
are stationed in the community, the number is small and they are at the top of the user pyramid, 
mainly relying on contracts and resource returns to maintain, as a product experience 
innovation, it can increase Fan interaction forms an emotional connection and increases user 
stickiness. 
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2.3. Establishing a Differentiated Brand Positioning 
To become the largest mobile music community and open platform in China, and to form a 
unique user-centric music ecosystem, we must capture users. To fully expand the information 
surface so that users can access more information; to match users' interests through 
algorithmic recommendations; and to use communication as an amplifier to build up a mesh of 
people sharing with each other. Through the dismantling, NetEase Cloud came to the conclusion 
that it is necessary to create a product that really connects music and users, so that the user can 
hear more songs he likes to listen to, instead of letting the library lie there quietly, so that the 
user only listens to the songs he used to know. 
So NetEase Cloud Music defined its product features: UGC, personalization and social. UGC 
means to go for song list, personalization means to go for recommendation algorithm, social 
means to go for commenting, following relationship. Let users explore music, share music and 
spread good quality music in mobile social; create an independent personal homepage for each 
user, present their favorite music on the homepage for them; use music as a pure bond and 
starting point between users, through mutual concern, to connect, and get music recommended 
by netizens anytime and anywhere; integrate with LBS function, make a roster of strangers by 
using music smartly, and build The social circle of music belongs to each user, forming a huge 
NetEase Cloud Music ecosystem. With the accumulation of social content, it will gradually form 
users' judgment on the value of music content, and this system can provide effective 
information support for algorithm recommendation and copyright operation, and enjoy the 
dividends brought by the network effect: the more users and the more evaluations, the more 
accurate the value judgment will be, and thus attract more users to use it. 

3. Product Focus and Brand Optimization 

3.1. Big Data-based Music Recommendation Function 
NetEase Cloud Music has been advocating the music operation model of big data, using big data 
to make music operations more efficient and accurate, reshaping the music industry. The 
integration of big data and music has accumulated a large number of pre-existing users for 
NetEase Cloud Music, with NetEase Cloud users breaking through 200 million in July 2016. 
Using big data technology, NetEase Cloud pushes 30 songs to the "Daily Recommended" song 
list for users at 6:00 a.m. every day based on their song style and preference data, as well as the 
"Private FM" channel, where users express their preferences through their collections or trash 
cans. This can further determine user preferences. NetEase Cloud Music also has many high-
quality song lists, for example, the official dynamic song list "Chinese Private Order" has 460 
million plays, 3.67 million favorites, 20,419 shares and 42,647 comments as of mid-October 
2020 [2]. NetEase Cloud classifies the song list, and big data will recommend the right song list 
for users on the recommendation home page according to their listening style. 
Based on the "commodity recommendation system" algorithm, NetEase Cloud Music will 
recommend songs, private FM and song lists for users based on their listening behavior - single 
song loop, sharing, collection, active play, finished listening, skipping, etc. This accurate 
personalized recommendation has become this precise personalized recommendation has 
become a major advantage of NetEase Cloud Music. NetEase Cloud's recommendations based 
on accurate algorithms have laid the cornerstone for the construction of its social ecology, which 
is an important entrance to attract users to the social scene. Firstly, the high accuracy of music 
recommendation meets the strong demand of users to discover music, thus ensuring the 
retention rate of early users. Secondly, NetEase's recommendation mechanism meets 
personalized needs, which enables marketers to get effective business communication by 
addressing the "itch" of specific communities with appropriate content. Finally, the music 
recommendation mechanism also plays a role in connecting users, as many songs can be seen 
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under the "daily push number one" and "raise your hand if you're coming from private FM" 
comments, which connects users with common interests or needs through accurate pushing 
and creates Through precise tweets, users with common interests or needs are connected, 
creating emotional resonance, thus laying the foundation for the establishment of a community. 

3.2. Simple and Clean Page Design 
The interface of NetEase Cloud Music product adopts a flat design idea, the interface as a whole 
looks clean, simple, fresh and beautiful, giving users a sense of ease and fluidity. The design of 
NetEase Cloud Music products reflects exactly this pursuit: simplicity and ordinariness are also 
a kind of beauty. The design meets the user's needs and is very convenient to operate, which is 
an important reason for the popularity of NetEase Cloud Music products. The main color of the 
design is red and white. Red makes people feel passionate, while white makes people feel pure. 
The overall feeling is a very warm interface. Then with the slogan "The Power of Music" and the 
faint silhouette of people holding up their hands behind it, the overall design is very simple and 
clear, with simple patterns such as rectangles and circles. The design of the icons for each 
function, such as daily recommendations, song list, charts, etc., are all very cute and rounded, 
and there are basically no pointed icons, making the whole interface look very mild. 
In terms of product features, NetEase Cloud Music does not blindly follow the hot features of 
other similar products, but has its own characteristics. "Personalized recommendation" is the 
core function of the product, which really achieves "one user, one home page"; "listen to songs 
and know songs" not only conforms to the nature of portable mobile platform, but also takes 
into account The "vinyl disc" player design meets the needs of users for product quality, music 
aesthetics and music sentiment. 

3.3. UGC Platform with Social Properties 
UGC runs through the product operation of NetEase Cloud Music, always with user content as 
the core of marketing, supplemented by multi-dimensional scenarios, with both depth and 
breadth for powerful communication. On NetEase Cloud Music, users can not only like and 
comment on their favorite songs, but also interact with other users who like the song. Users can 
follow their friends, celebrity users, musicians, etc. according to their personal interests, so they 
can be the first to know what their friends are up to and get closer to the music. You can make 
your own song list, have your own fans and form a music circle with them; share your favorite 
songs on social media to find emotional resonance, which is the first "social discovery and 
sharing mechanism" pioneered by NetEase Cloud Music. NetEase Cloud Music's unique and rich 
original content makes NetEase Cloud Music's users sticky, and listening to songs and reading 
comments has become a habit of NetEase Cloud users. 
NetEase Cloud Music uses the UGC model to mobilize users to participate in the operation 
process of the product, such as giving full play to some users' own merits and allowing them to 
make Chinese translations for foreign lyrics; providing a platform for some users to upload their 
own music works; and also allowing users to follow the accounts of musicians to close the 
distance between them and their favorite singers, etc. The extensive participation of users 
extends them from offline personal hobbies and personal activities to online social platforms, 
creating music and showcasing the results, deepening their friendship and relationship with 
singers, and sharing the endless happiness and beautiful experiences that music brings. In this 
way, NetEase Cloud Music not only enhances the fun of the product to a certain extent and 
effectively boosts the enthusiasm of users' participation, but also brings rich content resources 
to the platform itself, better satisfies the strong desire of users to obtain others' recognition 
through self-creation, enhances the interaction between users and the product, and extends the 
beautiful experience of users. 
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3.4. Digital Albums Innovate Profitability 
The Internet era has quietly changed consumers' consumption habits, with physical records 
gradually becoming collector's items and digital albums becoming the consumption choice of 
many users. In recent years, users have been strengthening their awareness of music copyright 
protection and payment, and the production, distribution and consumption of digital albums 
are all done by the Internet, with easy payment and the ability to try music on mobile, which 
has become a new profit point for online music sites to meet the current user habits. After the 
music infringement incident, NetEase Cloud Music has strengthened its own copyright 
protection, updating the main page "new albums on shelves" column after buying the relevant 
albums, and placing ads in the headline scrolling bar, users can buy digital albums to listen to 
music. 2017 digital album sales on the network NetEase Cloud Music dominated. Master 
Eminem's ninth digital album "Revival" was online for 42 minutes, and NetEase Cloud Music 
platform sales reached 100,000 songs; 1 hour and 44 minutes online, NetEase Cloud Music 
reviews exceeded 999+, and online sales exceeded 2 million songs in 4 days. This data, which is 
far ahead of all major digital music platforms on the network, is more than twice the second 
place in sales [3]. In 2019, a lot of digital music on sale in Netease Cloud Music received pleasing 
results. The data shows that NetEase Cloud Music "beats three by one", with sales often 
exceeding the sum of TME Group QQ Music, Kugou Music, and Cool My Music. 

4. Marketing Efforts and Comprehensive Promotion 

4.1. Run Themed Sharing Campaigns to Increase User Stickiness 
NetEase Cloud Music is good at capturing users' emotions, organizing thematic activities from 
time to time with comments or music-related stories to form a community with common 
interests. For example, users can like, comment, and share music stories on "Epic Music That 
Strikes the Heart" and "Great Songs I Met in a Coffee Shop", which makes users feel that this is 
not only a music platform, but also a place full of human feelings and a place to communicate 
with people who have common music interests. This makes users feel that this is not only a 
music platform, but also a place full of human feelings and a place to communicate with people 
with common music interests, which improves user stickiness. 
Innovative activities are a highlight of NetEase Cloud Music marketing. At the beginning of the 
2018 Spring Festival, the brand video "2018, the power of music" generated a strong resonance. 
Immediately afterwards, the "2017 Netease Cloud Music User Annual Listening Report" came 
out and triggered a collective screen of friends, which showed the personalized behavior of 
users in the form of humanized data, and was the exclusive music memory, emotional memory 
and growth memory of users, which warmed and touched many people. Brand marketing no 
longer focuses on product differentiation, but on user experience and emotional appeal, 
capturing pain points and causing empathy, allowing users to naturally develop a good feeling 
for the brand, and then share it with their circle of friends and invite more friends to participate 
together, expanding the awareness of the campaign and NetEase Cloud. 

4.2. Integrate Resources to Promote Online 
The main page of NetEase Cloud Music has always had a page set up for NetEase Khao Lak to 
achieve O2O integrated marketing. Chinese online music users have a high degree of acceptance 
of overseas music genres in terms of music genre preferences, and the overall percentage of 
users who love overseas music is relatively large, which indicates that most users understand 
overseas culture and have overseas commodity purchase needs, so Netease has set up the 
Netekaola Haibao commerce platform, combining the resources of cloud music to achieve the 
marketing goals of both. On September 6, 2019, Ali announced the acquisition of Netease Kaola, 
but still operates its own cloud music mall, focusing on the music scene to create a music 
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shopping platform, including musicians around, 3c audio and video digital, music marketplace, 
etc. Netease often integrates its own resources for marketing, for example, for the Netease 
production of the hot hand game Yin Yang Shi, Netease cloud music launched a "Yin Yang Shi 
homo song contest", users upload original, cover music works related to Yin Yang Shi for the 
competition, to improve user activity, for both music and the game itself is a good marketing 
strategy. NetEase Cloud Music APP will also attract traffic through its own APP comments, 
dynamics, short videos and radio stations and other tools, and enhance the user's popularity 
and loyalty through big data recommendations. 

4.3. Cross-Border Cooperation to Establish a Market Position 
In February 2014, Uber, the "high class" taxi-hailing software from the United States, officially 
entered China. From November 13, users of Netease Cloud Music will be able to get 30, 50 and 
80 RMB Uber cash credits by inviting friends to try Netease Cloud Music. From November 13, 
users who use NetEase Cloud Music can get 30, 50 and 80 RMB Uber cash coupons by inviting 
their friends to try NetEase Cloud Music. The campaign was very effective, attracting tens of 
thousands of new users. 
NetEase Cloud Music is always able to make surprising marketing activities, and "Music 
Underwear" is an extraordinary cross-border marketing campaign jointly created by NetEase 
Cloud Music and Metersbonwe. The two parties launched the unique "Music Underwear" 
campaign based on the cooperation with the same target consumers, using the fun nature of the 
product and the intimacy of the circle of friends to create a public opinion storm of "friends 
helping to grab underwear". Through online viral videos and invitations, offline in-store 
displays of flat media blockbusters, industry media conferences and other integrated marketing 
methods, the campaign achieved the "hot" marketing effect of selling out the "music underwear" 
on the first day and a record high number of new users per day for NetEase Cloud Music. The 
campaign sold out on the first day, and the number of new daily users of NetEase Cloud Music 
reached a record high. 
In order to explore more music talents and elephant popularity, on the night of August 11, 2015, 
Netease Cloud Music joined hands with Wahaha and top performing arts teams to create China's 
first national music top event "Music Battle" which ended perfectly. This music event, which was 
broadcast live online on NetEase Cloud Music, brought together Chinese and Korean idol stars, 
and set a number of new records for live music online with its high popularity and super 
interaction, once again setting a new industry marketing record. With the bold system of real-
time voting by netizens to determine the winner, "Music Wars" is an unprecedented live 
celebrity PK battle. 
On August 7, 2017, NetEase Cloud Music and Nongfu Mountain Spring announced a strategic 
cooperation, jointly launching a limited edition "Music Bottle" [4]. Each bottle of water comes 
with music and a story that touches the heart. This cooperation further penetrates the "power 
of music" into the FMCG field of drinking water, and makes use of high-quality UGC content to 
convey the power of music for users, not only to create an exclusive music bottle for each person, 
but also to provide a unique listening experience, more interactive and sharing, and to convey 
the value of feelings through music. Cooperation and brand dialogue to present popularization. 

4.4. Offline Activities Diversify to Enhance Market Position 
On July 2, 2014, Netease Cloud Music set up a "Music Cheering Station" booth at the Hangzhou 
Metro Ding'an Road Station, offering 100 iPod touches with the Netease Cloud Music App for 
free "borrowing" by passers-by. This activity put the word "integrity" in front of the public again, 
attracting the attention of mainstream media, including CCTV, and a marketing activity became 
the topic of public opinion, and Netease Cloud Music achieved its marketing purpose. 
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In order to precisely face the college group and radiate the overall young market, from 
September 3 to the end of 2014, NetEase Cloud Music held the first professional-level campus 
singer competition in China, which had an offline impact across 15 cities and more than 100 
colleges and universities; more than 20,000 direct participants; more than 10 million college 
students radiated; more than 10,000 posters were posted and more than 800,000 posters and 
leaflets. The total online exposure is 13.6 billion; the total number of title song plays is 300,000. 
More than 400 media reports were obtained nationwide; the whole line covered key media in 
all provinces and cities, covering central vertical media such as Xinhua News Agency, China 
News Agency, and local stations of CCTV. The event greatly enhanced NetEase Cloud Music's 
brand awareness among student groups, with a continuous rise in Baidu index and a surge in 
the number of active users. 
Urban residents aged 15-35 are important messengers of information and an important user 
group of NetEase Cloud Music. In order to increase brand awareness, strengthen product 
features and expand loyal users, on March 20, 2017, NetEase Cloud Music and Hangzhou Metro 
jointly created the "Music Review Train: The Power of Seeing Music", which officially started 
running . The carriage of "Netease Cloud Red" attracted passengers, pedestrians to stop and 
watch and share it to social media, causing the phenomenon of screen painting. The event was 
exposed to over 200 million people and covered by over 2,000 media; NetEase Cloud Music's 
Baidu index rose 80% year-on-year, and WeChat index doubled 216 times to 13 million; the 
number of original articles read by WeChat public number exceeded 100,000+ for the first time, 
and the number of columns read exceeded 1 million times, which also became a hot keyword 
on Weibo; the APP STORE music chart soared to No. 1, and the free chart soared from No. 37 to 
No. 9. Contributed 5.2 percentage points to the overall brand awareness of NetEase Cloud Music 
in the first half of 2017 [5]. 

5. Enriching Content and Consolidating the Brand 

5.1. Song List, Reviews and Social Features are on Fire 
NetEase Cloud Music has taken a different route from Tencent-based music, namely 
strengthening its strengths in community commentary and marketing, relying on song reviews, 
including the constant enrichment of song lists, reviews, and musician dynamics, driving the 
attributes of the music community. After more than 100 million users, NetEase Cloud Music's 
song lists, reviews, and social features have exploded, with many users claiming they open the 
app just to read the reviews. A large number of sentimental song lists and reviews appeared, 
and many musicians have been stationed in NetEase Cloud Music. 
The fascinating thing about the comments section is that it's not just a place where users 
express their ideas, it's a place where they perceive what other people think; it's not just a place 
where comments interact with comments, it's a place where people pay more attention to the 
content of the comments; users are not just a queue for consumption, they are a queue for 
production. Some people say the highest level of listening to music is emotional resonance, and 
this is something that NetEase Cloud Music has achieved. On top of that, the song list design and 
interface UI are like no other music software, a surprise that only NetEase Cloud Music can give 
its users. 

5.2. Famous Musicians have been Stationed in Netease Cloud Music 
As of April 23, 2020, the platform was home to over 160,000 original musicians, with NetEase 
Cloud Music continuing to rank first in the industry for the number of original musicians in 
residence. According to official data, in December last year, NetEase Cloud Music announced 
that the platform had over 100,000 original musicians, and in just over four months, it 
generated an explosive growth of 60,000, which not only shows that China's original music has 
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entered an accelerated development stage, but also shows that NetEase Cloud Music attaches 
importance to supporting the flow of original musicians. This also means that Chinese original 
musicians have officially entered the "10W+" era. This phenomenon is worth thinking about: 
what exactly is it about NetEase Cloud Music that has pushed the accelerator button and gotten 
more original musicians to join the platform this year? 
In fact, as early as April 2013 when Netease Cloud Music was released, Ding Lei talked about 
several key words for the future development direction: community, original musicians and 
music recommendation. NetEase Cloud Music upgraded the "Cloud Ladder Plan 2020", further 
increasing the flow and revenue incentives, providing revenue while paying attention to the 
flow support for musicians, especially long-tail musicians; launched some live musician brands, 
such as "Cloud Village Bedroom Music Festival" and "Hardcore LIVE"; NetEase Cloud Music "In 
early 2019, NetEase Cloud Music upgraded the musicians' backstage to "Creator Center" to 
optimize the musicians' backstage experience. This series of new initiatives shows that the 
platform pays more attention to the refinement of services for B-end musicians, so that more 
musicians are more willing to send songs, publicity, interaction and other operations through 
the online music platform. 

5.3. Officially Launched the Independent Karaoke Platform Sound Street 
On June 16, 2020, NetEase Cloud Music held a launch event themed "Sing while you're young", 
officially releasing "Sound Street", an independent karaoke app for young people, which aims to 
better meet the karaoke needs of users and is dedicated to building a karaoke community loved 
by young people. It aims to better meet users' karaoke needs and is dedicated to building a. At 
the launch event, Sound Street announced the launch of the "Star Sound Project PLUS", which 
will invest 200 million dollars and resources in the future to train 100 new music stars in three 
years. Ding Lei, CEO of NetEase, has also settled in Sound Street and will share the fun of K-song 
with users. In addition, original musicians such as Landlord's Cat and A redundant also came to 
the launch to sing their hit songs and support the official launch of Sound Street. 
In order to fully release the creative power of young post-95 users, the "Star Sound Project" 
launched by Sound Street during the beta test will be fully upgraded to "Star Sound Project 
PLUS", and link up with the upstream and downstream of the music industry to continuously 
explore good voices and provide users who like to sing with a system of assistance from It will 
also link the music industry upstream and downstream, continue to explore good voices, and 
provide users who like to sing from "enthusiasts" to "creators" to help the system. 

6. NetEase Cloud Music Future 

6.1. The Success of Social, Social Failure: Can NetEase Cloud Music Tear Off the 
"Net Inhibition Cloud" Label 

NetEase Cloud Music has attracted a large number of music users because of its streamlined UI 
design, excellent intelligent recommendations and unique community comments, and even 
without a rich song copyright library, it still sits as the second best music app in China. The 
interactive atmosphere of the song comment section is the reason why many users stay here, 
and it can be said that the "social" property of NetEase Cloud Music is far more than other 
similar music APPs. The "funeral" even has a template. This also makes the outside world feel 
worried, itself song copyright does not take advantage of the NetEase cloud music will not even 
be the last watchword to keep. If the tasteless community culture can't be redeemed, will users 
continue to stay in NetEase Cloud Music? 
This is why NetEase Cloud Music has launched a project called "Cloud Village Healing Project" 
to deal with the stereotype of "Net Inhibited Cloud" that is constantly mocked by users. The first 
is to recruit 10,000 music reviewers to launch a music review contest to encourage loving, 
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interesting and informative music reviews. Secondly, we upgraded the "Cloud Village 
Convention" to rectify false and fabricated content, and increased the efforts to clean up 
offensive content such as abusive language. Third, the "Cloud Village Cure" will help users in 
need, similar to opening a 24-hour private message hotline, so that users can get help whenever 
they need it. 
However, in the Netease Cloud Music App, the "Cloud Village Healing Institute" exists in the form 
of an official account, with no direct access button in the interface, and in some of the comment 
sections, there are only messages of "cheer up" and "hug you!" These brief and even perfunctory 
comments can really provide substantial help to the emotional needs of users? Can NetEase 
cloud actually get rid of the "net suppressed cloud" label? 

6.2. Massive Loss of Copyright 
For most users, the adequacy of copyright resources of music applications is an important 
criterion for choosing a music platform, and meeting the needs of users to listen to songs is a 
basic function of a mobile music platform. On February 9, 2018, Netease Cloud Music and 
Tencent Audio Entertainment reached a copyright inter-licensing cooperation, and the inter-
licensing cooperation of 99% of exclusive music copyrights of the two major music platforms 
announced that the copyright was completed between several major domestic music platforms 
Mutual licensing. However, whether it is Chinese music, European and American music, 
Japanese and Korean music or popular variety arts, compared to Netease Cloud Music, Ali Music, 
Tencent Music Entertainment Group still maintains a certain copyright advantage in terms of 
head copyrights. Therefore NetEase Cloud Music's shortcomings in terms of copyright are also 
becoming increasingly prominent, and has faced several lawsuits for alleged infringement 
because of copyright issues. Therefore NetEase Cloud Music is looking for a breakthrough in its 
business model, and since the beginning of the year, NetEase Cloud Music has reached 
cooperation with 10 copyright holders, including Warner and Universal Music, almost every 
month. 
To gain an advantage in this copyright battle, in addition to the continued enrichment of quality 
music copyrights, it is necessary to enhance the platform's ability to connect with users and 
content by means of strong operations, technological innovation and ecological advantages. 
NetEase Cloud Music still needs more efforts to make up for the copyright shortcomings. 

6.3. Homogeneity is Serious 
In the past few years, with the constant updating and upgrading of major music platforms, the 
problem of homogenization of Internet music applications has become more and more 
pronounced, and the functional convergence of major music applications has basically become 
the norm. Initially, NetEase Cloud Music, with the industry's strongest algorithmic 
recommendations, made precise recommendations for each individual user, pioneering a new 
channel for users to discover music, and thus became the industry benchmark, with a library 
utilization rate of nearly 90%, far ahead of the entire industry. There is no doubt that NetEase 
Cloud Music has been at the forefront of the industry field in terms of innovation. Since then, 
other competing products in the market have followed suit with their features and content, and 
NetEase Cloud Music's unique song review mechanism and personalized recommendations are 
no longer unique to the company. The music market has been reshuffled after the major music 
platforms have shifted from competition to cooperation, and music resources have tended to be 
similar. In such a situation, NetEase Cloud Music is facing the problem of product optimization 
and upgrading, which is even more imminent. 
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